
Turkish Glass in the heart of Milan!

TurkishGlass is excited to participate in Milan Glass Week, one of the flagship
events of the 2022 International Year of Glass. There it will present the
installation “Glass is Future”, which underscores the importance of glass for
the future of the planet.

The Turkish glass sector, a large and powerful ecosystem of manufacturers and
processors, brings added value to the environment and human life with a wide range
of products and services that make the world a better place.

At Milan Glass Week between 10-14 September TurkishGlass will showcase the
“Glass is Future” installation, inspired and brought to life by the creativity of Turkish
Designers.

Highlighting the fact that glass does and will continue to illuminate and add value to
human life today and in the future, the TurkishGlass installation, a synergy of
architectural glass, glassware and glass packaging, will be on display to visitors for
five days at Palazzo Giureconsulti, a historic building in the Duomo,  in central Milan.

Industry professionals, designers, architects, and members of the press will have the
opportunity to discover the creativity and power of the Turkish glass ecosystem at the
cocktail reseption organized by Turkishglass which will take place on 12th September
at 6pm.

About TurkishGlass

The Turkish glass sector, simply branded "TurkishGlass", with an established
reputation for its high production capacity, wide product range, superior quality, and
industry experience, is the solution partner of both today and the future. TurkishGlass
is a global player that is moving the glass industry forward with its dynamic blend of
unlimited creativity and wide range of products and services.

Having all of these capabilities, Turkey exports glass products to 175 countries all
over the world.

About “GLASS IS FUTURE'' Installation

As the light passes through and emphasizes the transparency of the glass, it
transports us from the past to the future with the writing acting as a witness to history.

The unity of architectural glass, glassware, and glass packaging, which are forever
recyclable, is brought to life by the creativity of Turkish designers.

Consisting of 7 pieces of architectural glass, 561 individual items of glassware, and
637 separate glass packages, this installation encapsulates the quality of
TurkishGlass
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